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1. Introduction. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let B(H) be the algebra of
(bounded) operators on H. Let A = {Au . . . ,An) be an n-tuple of operators on H. The
joint numerical range of A is the subset W(A) of C" such that

W(A) = {((AlX,x),..., (Anx,x)) :xeH, \\x\\ = 1}.

We now describe several definitions of joint spectra of a commuting n-tuple A of
operators (see [3]): the approximate point spectrum

an(A) = {A e C" : there exists a sequence {*,} of unit vectors in H

such t h a t \\{Ak — K)Xi\\-*0 as i—>°°, k = l , . . . , n } ,

t h e left spectrum

o,{A) = {A e C" : A - A generates a proper left ideal in B(H)},

the right spectrum

ar{A) = {A e C" : A — A generates a proper right ideal in B(H)},

the Harte spectrum

the commutant spectrum

o'(A) = {A e C" : A — A generates a proper ideal in A'},

the double commutant spectrum

a"{A) = {A e C" : A - A generates a proper ideal in A"}

(where A' and A" are the commutant and double commutant of A in B{H), respectively),
the Taylor spectrum

oT(A) = {A € C" : the Koszul complex E(A - A, H) on / / associated

with y4 — A is not exact}

(see [7] or [8]) and the polynomial spectrum

oP(A) = {A e C" :p(A) e o(p(A)) for all n-variate polynomials p)

(of course, o(p(A)) is the usual spectrum of p(A) e B(H)). Note that o^, ot, or and oH

can be defined even if A is not commuting.
The joint operator norm, joint numerical radius and joint spectral radii of A, denoted

by \\A\\, w(A) and r.{A) respectively, are defined by

K n \ 1/2 -j

2 IIAt*II2) : 11*11 = 1 ] ,
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and

r.{A) = sup{|A| : A e o.(A)}

respectively, where a. = an, oh oH, a', o", oT or aP and r. =rn, rh rH, r', r", rT or rP.
Note that we define the joint operator norm, joint numerical radius, rn, r, and rH for all
(not necessarily commuting) n-tuples of operators, but we define /•', r", rT and rP only for
commuting n-tuples of operators.

We shall call A jointly normaloid if \\A\\ = w(A), and call A jointly transloid if A — z
is jointly normaloid for any point z e C".

In this note we shall define the center of mass for an rc-tuple of operators and state
that the center of mass of A is coincident with the center of the smallest sphere containing
the joint spectrum of A in case of a jointly transloid AI-tuple A = (AX,. . . ,An) of
operators. The center of mass of a single operator has been defined by Stampfli [5].

2. Results.

THEOREM 1. For an n-tuple A = (Al,. . . ,An) of operators the following conditions
are equivalent:

(i) | | .4 | | 2+|A|2^|kl-A| |2 /<»-a//AeC'1;
(ii) ||̂ 41| = \\A + A|| for all A e C .

Proof. It is clear that (i) implies (ii). So we shall show that (ii) implies (i). For any
natural number m, it follows that

||i4 - A||2 - \\A\\2 = supf 2 ||04* - A*)x||2 : ||;c|| = l ] + {m - l)supf £ \\Akx\\2 : ||x|| = l )

(((Ak-kk)*(Ak-h) + (m - \)A*kAk)x,x)

— ,,lf:

Thus the proof is complete.

THEOREM 2. Given A = (A^,. . . , An), there exists a unique zQe C", such that

\\A - Zo|| ^ ||i4 - A|| for all AeC".
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Proof. Since \\A — A|| is large for A large, inf{||.A — A|| : A eC"} must be attained
at some point, say z0. The uniqueness of z0 is deduced from the above theorem.

DEFINITION 3. For A = (Au. . . ,An), we define the center of mass of A to be the
point 2(, specified in Theorem 2, and designate it by cA.

THEOREM 4. Let A = {A\,. . . , An) be commuting and jointly transloid, and let o.(A)
be on(A), o,(A), oH(A), oT(A), o'{A), a"{A) or oP(A). Then cA is the center of the
smallest closed ball containing a.{A).

Proof. It is well known that on(A) = a,{A)cz oH(A) cz oT(A) <= o'(A) a o"(A) a
oP(A) (see [8], [7], [1]). Moreover, from Theorem 2.5.4 of [4] and Corollary 2 of
Proposition 1.1.2 of [1], it follows that oP(A) c co W(A), the convex hull of the closure of
W(A). Consequently, r»(A) = r,(A) ^ rH{A) ^ rT(A) ^ r'(A) ^ r"(A) ̂  rP(A) ^ w(A) ^
||i4||. On the other hand, if A is jointly normaloid, then ||/4|| = ^(/i) (see [6]).
Consequently, if A is jointly transloid, then rn(A — z) = rt{A — z) = rH(A — z) =
rT(A -z) = r'(A -z) = r"(A -z) = rP{A -z) = \\A - z\\ for every z e C. Thus we have
sup{\z-cA\: z e o.(A)} = \\A-cA\\^\\A-k\\ = sup{\z - X\: z eo.(A)} for each Ae
C . Thus the proof is complete.

REMARKS, (i) In Theorem 4, the condition that A is commuting is not necessary in
respect of an{A), a,{A) and oH(A).

(ii) The class of jointly transloid operator-families includes the following kinds of
classes of operator-families (see [2], [6]).

Commuting normal operator-family

Doubly commuting quasinormal
operator-family

Family of commuting operators such that the
polynomial spectrum of it is a complete spectral
set in Arveson's sense

Doubly commuting subnormal
operator-family

Joint sup-spectroid
operator-family

Doubly commuting
hyponormal

Jointly transloid

Family of commuting operators such that the
convex hull of the closure of the joint numerical
range of it is a complete spectral set
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